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Fitting an Origin-Displaced Logarithmic Spiral to Empirical Data
by Differential Evolution Method of Global Optimization

Introduction: Nature produces amazingly varied geometrical patterns. In particular,
logarithmic spirals are abundantly observed in nature. Gastropods/cephalopods (such as
nautilus, cowie, grove snail, thatcher, etc.) in the mollusca phylum have spiral shells,
mostly exhibiting logarithmic spirals vividly. Spider webs show a similar pattern. The
low-pressure area over Iceland and the Whirlpool Galaxy resemble logarithmic spirals.
Many materials develop spiral cracks either due to imposed torsion (twist), as in the
spiral fracture of the tibia, or due to geometric constraints, as in the fracture of pipes.
Spiral cracks may, however, arise in situations where no obvious twisting is applied; the
symmetry is broken spontaneously (Néda et al., 2002). Fonseca (1989) found that rank
size pattern of the cities of USA approximately follows a logarithmic spiral.
The Mathematical Representation: In the Cartesian coordinate system a logarithmic
spiral (variously named as Bernoulli’s spiral, Descartes’ spiral, equiangular spiral, spira
mirabilis, or growth spiral) is described by two parametric equations, viz.
x = r cos( θ + 360k ) = r cos( θ )
… (1)
y = r sin( θ + 360k ) = r sin( θ )
2
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0
0
where, 0 ≤ θ < 360 ; r = (x + y ) ; k is a non-negative integer; θ = arctan(y/x) for x
≠ 0, otherwise θ =900 for (x, y) = (0, > 0) and 2700 for (x, y) = (0, < 0), while for (x, y) =
(0, 0), the angle, θ , is undefined.
In the polar coordinate system a logarithmic spiral is described by the relationship
r = a exp(b( θ + 360k ))
…(2)
where, a is a positive constant and θ and k are specified as in the relationship (1) above.
In view of the relationship (2), the parametric equations of a logarithmic spiral may also
be rewritten as
x = a exp(b ( θ + 360k)) cos( θ + 360k) = a exp(b (( θ + 360k)) cos( θ )
y= a exp(b ( θ + 360k)) sin( θ + 360k) = a exp(b (( θ + 360k)) sin( θ )
…(2a)
The sign of b in (2) determines whether the spiral is left or right handed. A negative
value of b makes a spiral go clock-wise as in case of the Whirlpool Galaxy or the low
pressure area over Iceland as shown in the figures shown above. On the other hand, a
positive value of b makes a spiral going anti-clock wise as in the nautilus or cowie shell.
When b is zero, the spiral degenerates into a circle.
An Empirical Viewpoint : In fitting spiral or conical curves in empirical data some
important studies have been made. Among those, Kanatani (1994), Werman and Geyzel
(1995), Ho et al. (1996) and Ferris (2000) may be relevant in the present context.
Let there be a set of (empirically obtained) points Z= (z1, z2,…,zn) : n ≥10 (say)
and any zi = (xi, yi). Let an inspection of the pattern that these points suggest or a
conjecture regarding the law governing the generation of these points indicate that they
resemble the trace of a logarithmic spiral. Then there may arise a need to investigate the
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law generating such a spiral or, to begin with, fit a logarithmic spiral to the empirical
data.
The usual procedure of curve-fitting fails miserably in fitting a spiral to empirical
data. The author tried with several algorithms available for non-linear regression and
non-linear optimization, but unsuccessfully. The main reason for the failure of these
algorithms is easily discernible. A spiral is a periodic function for which f ( θ ) = f ( θ +
360k) for any non-negative integer, k. Periodicity also results into multiple values of f
( θ ) for any given θ . As these algorithms are not designed for tackling such a situation, a
good many genuine values of f ( θ ) are taken for errors by the procedure adopted by
them. Failure of the available statistical software packages also in fitting the spiral led the
author to develop a new algorithm to fit an Archimedean spiral to the empirical data
(Mishra, 2004).
The Shift in Origin: The difficulties in fitting a spiral to data become much more
intensified when zi = (xi ,yi) are not measured from their origin (0, 0). Once such a shift
occurs, the center of the spiral is not known in general. Unless the true (0, 0) or the center
of the spiral is known, many mathematical properties of the spiral for fitting it to data
cannot be exploited. Ferris (2000) has discussed this problem in some detail.
The Objective: We intend in this paper to devise a method to fit a logarithmic spiral to
empirical data measured with a displaced origin. The method would also be tested on
numerical data.
The Method: We begin with the recognition of the fact that zi′ = ( xi′, yi′) are measured
from different origin than the center of the spiral, true (0, 0). Let zi = ( xi , yi ) be the points
measured from true (0, 0) such that zi′ = zi + cz or ( xi′, yi′) = ( xi + cx , yi + c y ) . Here cx is a
constant by which value the measured x′ has shifted from the true x and c y is a constant
by which value the measured y′ has shifted from the true y . Thus, if we subtract (cx , c y )
from ( xi′, yi′) , we get the true values, ( xi , yi ) , with reference to the center of the spiral
(0, 0). The values of (cx , c y ) are unknown and have to be estimated. Once they are
obtained, we translate ( xi′, yi′) into ( xi , yi ) . Then, we find out a and b (the parameters of
the spiral) in r = a exp(b( θ + 360k)).
Unfortunately, a closed form of such translation and estimation of (cx , c y ) , a and
b is mostly intractable. Further, a small error in estimation of (cx , c y ) affects a and b
greatly and quite unpredictably.
We choose arbitrary values of (c′x , c′y ) each within a pre-specified range (based on
the inspection of the graphical presentation of the spiral obtained from the data on
( xi′, yi′) ). We define a measure of fit, R2 = 1- (var(error)/var(r)), where var(error) is the
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statistical variance of error and var(r) is the statistical variance of r (the radii) given by
ri = [( xi′ − cx′ ) 2 + ( yi′ − c′y ) 2 ]0.5 ; ∀ i = 1, 2,..., n.

We
identify
the
quadrant
of
location
of
each
point,
(( xi′ − c′x ), ( yi′ − c′y )) ; ∀ i = 1, 2,..., n. Depending on the signs of (( xi′ − c′x ), ( yi′ − c′y )) , the
quadrant index, qi , is either 1, 2, 3 or 4, which identifies the location of a point in a
particular quadrant. We also define the iso-periodical index, κ i = k , of a point
(( xi′ − cx ), ( yi′ − c y )) if ri = a exp(b(θi + 2π k )) for any non-negative integer k = (0,1, 2,...)
and θi = tan −1 (( yi′ − cx ) ( xi′ − c y )).
We arrange ri (and along with it the associated (( xi′ − c′x ), ( yi′ − c′y )) and qi ) in an
ascending order such that ri ≤ ri +1 ∀ i = 1, 2,..., n − 1. With an anti-clock movement from
the first to the fourth quadrant, the value of qi increases with the increasing value of ri .
However, with a further increase in the value of ri , the value of qi drops down from 4 to
1 which means that we have entered into the first quadrant and so on. From this fact, we
identify if the angle, t = θ + 2π k and so on. This process linearizes the relationship
between the radius, r, and the angle, t. More explicitly,
ti = tan −1 ( yi′ / xi′) + [int(qi 2)π + 2πκ i ]

…(3)

Next, we run a linear regression of log e (r ) on t to obtain log e (aˆ ) and b̂ for the
model
log e (r ) = log e (a) + bt + u
…(4)
for which we solve the normal equations (5a) and 5(b) simultaneously. Here u is the
random disturbance term.
n

n

log e (ri ) = n log e (a ) + b
i =1

…(5a)

ti
i =1

n

n

log e (ri )ti = log e (a )
i =1

n

ti2

ti + b
i =1

…(5b)

i =1

Once the values of log e (aˆ ) and b̂ are obtained, the estimated values of the
random disturbances, uˆi , are available from
uˆi = log e (ri ) − (log e (aˆ ) + bti ) for all i = 1, 2,..., n.
…(6)
Now,
R 2 = 1 − var(uˆ ) var(log e (r ))

…(7)
n

n
i =1

n

(log e (ri )) 2 − (1/ n)

ui2 and var(log e (r )) = (1/ n)

where, var (uˆ ) = (1/ n)

i =1

We have to choose (c′x , c′y ) such that R 2 is maximized.

log e (ri )
i =1
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Implicit Assumptions: We assume that the points ( x′ , y′ ) are measured without large
errors and pattern-disturbing approximations. Errors of small magnitude may, however,
be present. When large errors of measurement are present so as to disturb the pattern of
the spiral arms, the method may falter. In this line, research is needed so as to
incorporate such errors of measurement in ( x′ , y′ )
The Issues in Optimization: The surface of R 2 for arbitrarily chosen (c′x , c′y ) are highly
non-linear, and multi-modal with sharp ridges. For instance, some surfaces for different
ranges and different choices of (c′x , c′y ) are given in the 3-d graphs below (Fig.-I).

Fig.-I.The surface of R 2 for arbitrarily Chosen Constants of Displacement

The author used Box’s method of optimization (Box, 1965) to fit a logarithmic
spiral to data (Mishra, 2006-a). The Box’s method succeeds at fitting the spiral but it is
quite sensitive to errors of measurement of even very small magnitude. In view of this,
we use the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm (Storn and Price, 1995) for non-linear
(multi-modal) optimization. The DE has an excellent performance in finding the global
optimum of highly complicated multi-modal (non-linear) functions (Mishra, 2006-b).
Presently, our model is
Maximize R 2 = f (cx , c y ( xi′ , yi′); i = 1, 2,..., n) or, equivalently,
Minimize − R 2 = − f (cx , c y ( xi′ , yi′); i = 1, 2,..., n)
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Subject to

g x ≤ cx ≤ hx
g y ≤ c y ≤ hy

where g and h are the guessed lower and upper limits on c.

Experimental Findings: We generated 30 angles (in degrees) randomly between 00 and
10000 (for k=0 to 2). From this we generated 30 points of z= ( xi , yi ) with the parameters

a and b , and origins of x and y were shifted by adding cx and c y as given in the table
below. In each observation (rand-0.5)s was added to x and y, rand being the random
number uniformly distributed and lying between [0,1] and s being the scaling factor.
With this data, − R 2 was minimized by the Differential Evolution algorithm. The
computer program (FORTRAN 77) is appended. A directly useable program may be
downloaded from http://www1.webng.com/economics/logspiral.txt (Fortran source
codes). The estimated parameters are given below in table-1 below.
Table-1. Results of experimental estimation of the Parameters of a Logarithmic Spiral
Parameters
Estimated Parameters

cx

cy

gx

hx

gy

hy

a

b

s

cˆx

10
5
4
13
16

20
7
12
10
6

0
0
1
1
1

20
12
10
20
25

10
2
2
1
2

35
18
20
20
17

0.5
0.7
1.60
1.10
1.20

0.16
0.08
0.30
0.50
0.20

0
0
1
1
1

9.999
5.000
4.165
13.22
16.21

cˆ y
19.999
6.999
11.981
9.673
6.0044

R̂ 2
0.999
0.999
0.990
0.999
0.997

â
0.4999
0.6999
1.4588
1.0976
1.1390

b̂
0.15999
0.07999
0.30192
0.49997
0.20343

Conclusion: It appears that our method is successful in estimating the parameters of a
logarithmic spiral. We have assumed that the spiral has been shifted into the 1st quadrant
( cx and c y are positive) and the value of b is positive. In case the value of b is negative
(the spiral expands clock-wise), one may use the mirror image of the spiral to convert it
into leftwards expanding spiral and then use the algorithm. To shift the spiral from other
quadrants to the 1st quadrant, one may use shift parameters ( cx and c y ). The algorithm
and the computer program assumes that there are small errors of measurement in x and y.
For large errors, and small a and b , the method starts faltering.
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---Appendix: How to use the program

The input data file (say, xydat) for the program is prepared as follows:
npoint

x1 y1
x2 y2
.. .

xnpoint ynpoint
where npoint is the number of points taken as observation points on the spiral. The
program is compiled and run. The program asks for some information, which is selfexplanatory.

